
Product No: 132411-608
Model: RS101-A-C
Was Price: 34000 Dollar/Dozen
Now Price: 34000 Dollar/Dozen
Last update: 2010.03.09
Manufacturer: ShangHai RongShun Hardware and Plastic Co.,Ltd.

Clicks: 92

Product Details

Size:
2150*900*520/720mm

Material:
Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and tube and coated by electrostatic spray after twice phospatization. The quality attains national standard. Luxurious plastic bottom cover, head and foot boards. Side Rails are all made of imported PP materials.

Introduction:
It is equipped with LINAK vertical travelling motor imported from Denmark which is quiet and noiseless and able to support over 250kgs. Side-rail control panels make patients operate much easier (with controller for nurse and CPR). Centrally controlled silent castors of high strength and high wear resistance enable the bed to move flexibly, lightly and conveniently. It is equipped with four PP side rails (which can be positioned upward and downward), infusion stand and drainage hook.